Pennsylvania Transit Expansion Coalition
P.O. Box 76
Southampton, PA 18966
www.PA-TEC.org

Tony Cho
U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Transit Administration, Region III
1760 Market Street, Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19103

May 4, 2012
Mr. Cho:
As you are aware, on Thursday April 27, 2012, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
(DVRPC) adopted a new public participation plan (PPP) which included the creation of a new Public
Participation Task Force (PPTF) which replaced the former Regional Citizens Committee. I am asking the
Federal Transit Administration to address and respond as necessary to the following items of concern:
1. DVRPC did not meet the minimum 45 day public comment period as required by 23 CFR
§450.316. The public comment period for the revised PPP opened on Monday January 30, 2012
and closed on Wednesday March 14, 2012 for a total of 44 days.
2.

DVRPC’s revised PPP provides insufficient opportunities. The new plan has reduced public
input instead of enhancing and improving the former plan. Prior to January 2011, the primary
methods of public participation at DVRPC existed at the RCC with the following characteristics:
• Open forum discussion of TIP action items
• Equal voting rights on TIP amendments for RCC members, which existed with by-laws
that prevented special interest groups from stuffing the ballot box
• High level of interaction between DVRPC’s planners and materials, and the public
• Membership diversity through representation of many advocacy groups
• Apolitical membership and process
• Ability to submit policy suggestions and resolutions, developed through consensus to the
DVRPC board of directors
• Representation on the DVRPC board of directors
The New PPTF and PPP are a striking departure and downgrade of public participation. In
addition, DVRPC executives have reduced the value of public input at board meetings by
limiting public input to the opening of the meeting. Prior to this change, the public was allowed
to comment on TIP amendments and ask questions of DVRPC staff and board members during
individual agenda items throughout the board meeting. Federal policy places great emphasis on
improving public participation, not reducing it.
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A summary of the new characteristics of public input following the adoption of the new PPP are:
• Public comment at the open of board meetings only. No comments allowed during
discussion of TIP amendments
• Online web commenting form, where questions are often answered after the board votes
on a TIP amendment
• A members-only Public Participation Task Force, where members are appointed by an
unknown evaluation system by DVRPC staff.
• Little to no interaction with DVRPC staff, planners and materials with the general public.
EXAMPLE: At the April 2012 board of directors meeting, DVRPC staff made a presentation on
a TIP ammendment which added a new bus rapid transit study to the TIP in Southern New
Jersey, where an existing study is already being conducted by the DRPA for an extension of
PATCO or Riverline service. Following the presentation, there was no opportunity for the public
to ask any questions or make any comments to the planners, staff or board of directors prior to
the vote.

3. DVRPC has made several TIP modifications in violation of their former PPP. DVRPC’s prior
PPP specifically stated that the RCC would function as a public input mechanism for all TIP
modifications and amendments. The final RCC meeting was held in June 2011. DVRPC modified
its Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to eliminate the RCC at the January 2012 DVRPC
Board meeting. The revised MOU was not approved by member agencies until February 2012.

In your February 10, 2012 letter to John Scott, you had indicated that the FTA has no mechanism or
authority to issue a final determination or enforce any FTA regulation. This is inmaterial to me. DVRPC
has laws set by the FTA. Please provide me with a detailed explanation of how the laws, regulations and
rules are enforced, and by whom. If the FTA is not capable of enforcement of its rules, please direct me to
the responsible federal agency.
Thank you

Jon Frey
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